Application to enrol in Architectural Research Thesis

Introduction
ARCH7052 Architectural Research Thesis provides an avenue for students seeking to extend a previous Architectural Research elective undertaken in the Masters of Architecture into a supervised independent research project. Thesis is open to eligible students of the Master of Architecture who have or expect to have a GPA of 5.5 or above; have the support of a potential advisor on the topic outlined on the following pro forma; and where the enrolment pattern fits their study plan.

You should begin by discussing topics with a potential advisor. The application should follow the headings in the template below. Please keep the application to 2 pages maximum. Name the file <YourFamilyName_ARCH7052_2016 and also use this in the subject line of the email.

Complete the following:

Student Name & no:          Signed & dated :
Potential Advisor:           Signed & dated :

Title of study:

Short description:
100 words or less

Prior Architectural Research seminar or project (if ARCH7052)
Name the Course and semester; title of the seminar or project within that Course; name of the staff member who led the seminar; your grade for the Course (if prior to the current semester).

Previous research outcomes and papers:
Is there a specific essay, project or report from your previous course that will be drawn on for the thesis? Briefly describe it and the mark you received for the item (if it has been marked).

What will the research for the thesis consist of?
Describe the mode and method, i.e. it is reading and writing, or does it involve field work or fabrication, is it likely to require ethical clearance? (which it would for interviewing, for instance).

Time and logistics:
Are you satisfied that there are no practical impediments, i.e. site, workshops or archival access to be obtained, or funding needed?